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C h a l l e n g e S  i n  t h e  D ata  C e n t r e  e n v i r o n m e n t 

Data Centres are at the core of Corporate and 

internet businesses and are the foundation 

blocks of the world economy.   

Data Centres range in size from small rooms 

in Sme businesses supporting their own 

operations to purpose built campuses of 

hangar size buildings with multiple halls 

supporting the world wide web and global 

corporations. the facilities themselves are 

secure, robust and reliable providing a 

stable environment for the equipment and 

to minimise downtime. regardless of whom 

owns the information shared, whether it 

is government, industry or the general 

public, there are common demands, most 

importantly, instant access to current and 

accurate data on demand and without 

disruption, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 

365 days a year. 

Challenges and Drivers 

Data Centres reliably store data and 

applications for remote access by users.  

the increasing volumes of data held and the 

growth in demand to access the data, means 

Data Centres need a high speed, scaleable 

and flexible it infrastructure.

the complex issues impacting Data Centre 

operational efficiency must be addressed 

in all aspects of design to achieve optimum 

performance and improve return on 

investment. Ultimate service reliability is 

essential as downtime costs money, and new 

technologies must be embraced to maximise 

network performance, availability and 

business continuity. 

the reliable operation of the Data Centre is 

second only to the security and integrity of 

the information held and processed there.

Data Centre downtime can cost upwards of  

£200,000 per hour. the reliability of a 

facility is a key measure, operations must 

always be available and services should be 

uninterruptable. the Uptime institute 4 tier 

system classifies Data Centres in terms of 

resilience, key elements of the system are 

shown in  Table 1 (opposite).  



the tiering of a Data Centre influences 

the cabling infrastructure design. a tier iv 

installation requires it cabling to be dual routed 

to support the availability target. 

the components employed in the cabling 

system must be designed for optimum 

performance over their installed life and 

meet the rigours of the environment. this not 

only requires assured component reliability 

but also intelligent cable management, 

secure routing and management at 

distributors and equipment outlets.

the availability, or ‘uptime’, of the Data Centre 

is assured by the performance and quality of 

all of its critical parts, not least of which is the 

cabling infrastructure.

Network Infrastructure Challenges 

the it cabling infrastructure in the Data Centre 

provides: a transportation path for the reliable 

transmission of data, flexibility to support 

moves, adds and changes (maCs) and the 

ability to facilitate future technology upgrades. 

in the Data Centre environment a well 

designed cabling system provides a reliable 

foundation for the it network, improves  

the operational efficiency of the facility  

and future proofs for change and growth. 

Cabling systems can provide facility 

stakeholders with a competitive advantage 

to support their business. Brand-rex 

high performance solutions are designed 

specifically for the Data Centre environment 

and to meet the challenges of providing 

reliability, scalability and future proofing with 

space efficiency. 

Infrastructure Choices 

in the constantly evolving and changing 

environment of the Data Centre, the cabling 

infrastructure needs to offer flexibility 

and scalability. modularity complements 

all stages of the Data Centre life. modular 

components offer advantages during initial 

build and live operations by assisting the 

installation through use of common parts, 

providing a platform for the logical addition 

or expansion of existing plant and simplifying 

operational moves, adds and changes.   

the Data Centre sector is generally an early 

adopter of the next high speed transmission 

technology. gigabit ethernet, 10g ethernet 

speeds have been quickly introduced (the 

latter application requiring optical or Class ea 

performance cabling). the next higher Speed 

ethernet technologies are now emerging at 

40g and 100g speeds.  

the it cabling infrastructure must be 

installed to meet the requirements of both 

today and tomorrows technologies. Future 

proofing is key to allow new equipment to 

be substituted into the network without 

replacing the cabling infrastructure. 

Specialised Needs

Space in the Data Centre for housing 

processing and storage equipment is at 

a premium. technology advances such 

as lower power processors, blade servers 

and virtualisation are all improving space 

utilisation. the increase in demand for data 

storage is unabated, therefore efficient 

use of cabling infrastructure space is now 

more important than ever. high density 

patching is required to maximise rack space 

for active equipment and pathways should 

be designed not only to accommodate the 

interconnection cabling but also to reduce 

underfloor congestion to improve airflow.

as a leading manufacturer of Data Centre 

network infrastructure solutions, Brand-rex  

recognises it has a responsibility to ensure 

its solutions are manufactured responsibly 

and where possible using sustainable energy 

sources and materials.

Brand-rex was the first network 

infrastructure cabling solutions provider to 

achieve carbon neutral status for its global 

organisational and operational activities in 

accordance with the PaS2060 standard. it was 

also the first to offer carbon neutral products.

To find out more about our commitment to 

the environment and to sustainable design, 

or to read about our Data Centre initiatives 

visit: www.brand-rex.com/environment

Classification Tier I Tier II Tier III Tier IV

Site Infrastructure Basic redundant components Concurrently maintainable Fault tolerant

IT infrastructure Single distribution path Single distribution path 
with standby components

Dual routed distribution 
paths, one active and one 
on standby

Dual routed distribution 
paths, simultaneously 
active

Components supporting 
IT load n (need) n+1 n+1 n

after any failure

Availability 99.67% 99.75% 99.98% 99.99%

Table 1:  The Tier System
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our Data Centre range is engineered to provide the ultimate network 
cabling infrastructure solution for the Data Centre environment.  
our extensive range of high performance, superior quality optical 
fibre and copper cabling systems and intelligent infrastructure 
management solution are ideal to meet the demands of today’s  
Data Centre.  

Brand-rex Data Centre solutions provide reliability, scalability  
and future proofing with superb space efficiency. 

our systems are used extensively around the world and are 
continually under development to offer the most innovative  
solution available on the market.

D ata  C e n t r e  S o l U t i o n S

Racks & Cabinets 
offering the ultimate solution for management of fibre and copper in Data Centres.  
Brand-rex racks and cabinets are designed with an emphasis on quick installation, accessibility 
and modularity to enhance flexibility during operation. 

the range contains the high Density Cross Connect solutions (hDC and hDFC), Distribution 
equipment rack (Der) and open entry rack (oer). each can be configured as an open frame to 
manage the cabling at the distributors or the Der for a closed cabinet to safely secure servers 
and storage equipment. With a modular and flexible design the range provides increased 
accessibility and has a flexible modular design that can be configured to suit small, corporate 
and internet Data Centres. 

High Density Fibre Management System   
an innovative open frame fibre management system  
offering the ultimate cross-connect solution. it provides 
increased density of 912 duplex adapter ports in a  
900 x 500mm footprint. 

the combination of the open frame structure and unique 
48 port panel design provides increased access while 
maintaining a secure, managed cable bend controlled 
system throughout. 

Pre-Terminated Solutions  
mt Connect is an ultra high performance, pre-terminated, modular optical fibre cabling system based on mt ferrule connector 
technology. the mtP® and mPo systems are ideally suited to the Data Centre environment where multiple, point to point, fibre 
connections between distribution racks and equipment racks can be quickly and efficiently installed, maintained and changed  
as required. Bend insensitive fibre is used as standard to protect transmission lines.

the use of low loss lC and low loss mtP® elite connectors allows the designer the flexibility to incorporate multiple connections  
and travel longer distances while still maintaining the challenging optical budget for higher speed ethernet.

Infrastructure Management  
improving availability, increasing efficiency and planning for capacity can be addressed through infrastructure management. SmartPatch 
intelligent infrastructure offers a highly advanced overlay system giving Data Centre managers real time visibility and management of both 
interconnect and crossconnect architectures, extending true monitoring and management capability right down to the active device. Capable of 
integrating with a range of environmental monitoring and power distribution systems making this the ideal solution for the Data Centre.

Optical Fibre Backbone and Horizontal Cabling 
high performance singlemode and multimode optical 
fibre cables, pre-connectorised mtP® and mPo based 
optical Fibre cabling system and micro - distribution 
optical cables.

Single-mode fibre cables available with oS1 / oS2 
levels of performance and multimode om3 and om4. 
all are available in tight-buffered, multi-loose tube 
or central loose tube constructions for a wide range 
of applications and are compliant with the latest 
standards. Bend insensitive fibre is used as standard.



Zone Cables 
the ultimate space saving cable. With a greatly reduced diameter this Class ea cable 
overcomes containment issues by saving pathway space in trays and cabinets. Designed 
specifically for Data Centre environments this unique cable offers a 30% weight and 50% 
space saving over equivalent horizontal cables, offering a flexible and easier installation with 
excellent transmission parameters.

Copper Cables  
Class ea performance 10gPlus high performance cabling is recommended for use in the 
Data Centre environment. Brand-rex offers an extensive range of shielded and UtP cabling 
designed to support 10gBaSe-t. if the Data Centre is located in an electro-magnetically noisy 
environment shielded cabling systems should be considered to provide higher protection 
against electro-magnetic interference.

Half and 1U 24 Port Patch Panels  
the 10gPlus 19” rack mounted patch panels deliver 
true augmented Category 6/Class ea performance. 
available in 1/2 U and 1U options, both panels feature 
4 easy to remove shielded modular units, each 
comprising of 6 ports and offering either 24 or 48 
terminations in just 1U.

the cassettes offer superior screening characteristics 
in a light yet robust construction and can be used 
with or without the panel, making them ideal for  
pre-terminated plug and play installations. 

High Density Angled Patch Panel 
the panel offers optimal patching manageability by facilitating cord routing directly  
into the rack vertical side management, removing the need for horizontal cable 
management. the resultant increased rack density saves valuable space and reduces 
bend stress on the patch cord whilst maximising performance.

Shielded Tool-Free Jack  
Flexible and quick to terminate, the high 
performance Category 6a, shielded jack offers an 
industry leading electrical performance providing 
exceptional levels of headroom. one of the 
smallest Category 6a shielded jacks available on 
the market, this innovative tool-free technology 
provides fast, intuitive and easy termination.

Patch Cords  
Brand-rex 10gPlus patch cords provide optimum and consistent performance.  the unique design of the wire management  
block ensures optimum performance and low profile boots offer a flexible and robust construction whilst allowing for higher  
density blade connectivity.
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Compliance 

IEC, CENELEC and TIA have all published 
standards for cabling in the Data Centre.  
These are, currently:

•  ISO/IEC 24764

•  EN 50173-5

•  TIA 942

the CeneleC and tia standard are being 
amended to align with the ieC document 
in recommending that Class ea and om3 
or om4 performance cabling should be 
chosen as a minimum requirement for use in 
the Data Centre. the Class ea performance 
level for copper cabling is recommended 
because it is expected that cabling 
systems installed today will be required to 
provide transmission paths for 10gBaSe-t 
technology. the om3 performance level is 
similarly recommended on the basis of best 
choice for transmission of 10gbe and om4 for 
higher speed Fibre channel technologies.

the tia standard includes more comprehensive 
recommendations for the facility itself and 
provides advice on architectural, mechanical 
and electrical aspects of the infrastructure of 
the building and expands upon the Uptime 
institutes tier system.

in application developments the ieee has 
standardised 1g and 10g technologies on 
optical Fibre and Copper media and defined 
the performance levels required to support 
transmissions. 

in 2010, the ieee published its latest 
standard, from the 802.3ba study group, 
and introduced 40g and 100g high Speed 
ethernet. this standard included 8 new 
physical solutions:

Supporting a MAC data rate of 40G:

•  40GBASE - LR4 for at least 10km on SMF

•  40GBASE - SR4 for at least 100m on OM3

•  40GBASE - SR4 for up to 150m on OM4 

•   40GBASE - CR4 for at least 7m on a cable 
assembly

•   40GBASE - KR4 for at least 1m over  
a backplane

Supporting a MAC data rate of 100G: 

•  100GBASE - ER4 for at least 40km on SMF

•  100GBASE - LR4 for at least 10km on SMF

•  100GBASE - SR10 for at least 100m on OM3

•  100GBASE - SR10 for up to 150m on OM4

•   100GBASE - CR10 for at least 7m on a  
cable assembly

the 40g and 100g multimode solutions use 
parallel optics employing mtP® or mPo style 
connectivity at the equipment interface.  

this multiplicity of technologies and cabling 
media to support applications is a topic 
that deserves attention and requires careful 
consideration when planning a Data Centre 
cabling infrastructure. 

MT Connect   
mtP® and mPo ferrule technology, parallel 
optics, multimode and singlemode fibre 
solutions. Pre-terminated solutions designed 
for quick installation, change and repair to 
support modular builds. ideal for duplex fibre 
technology and ready for new parallel optics 
technologies. 

FibrePlus   
an extensive range of optical Fibre cables 
and connectivity designed to support the 
requirements of the lan market.

10GPlus  
an extensive of premium Class ea performance 
level shielded and UtP network infrastructure 
designed to transmit 10gBaSe-t technologies.

Cat6Plus   
a wide range of Category 6 performance 
structured cable products to  support  
Class e applications.

SmartPatch  
an industry leading intelligent infrastructure 
management system designed to monitor 
and manage physical networks connections. 



Complete peace of mind 

exceeding standards compliance from  
iSo/ieC 24764, en 50173-5 to tia 942 at  
cable and component level is achieved 
through stringent design, manufacturing  
and operational processes, enabling us to 
offer the highest performance and quality 
our customers have come to expect.

Superior performance

increasing use of mobile devices and the need 
for file sharing, networking and instant access 
have all increased application size and data 
transfer rates.  these applications are complex 
and require additional bandwidth, leading to 
the introduction of 40 and 100g applications.  
the applicable and constraining optical budget 
has driven the adoption of low loss mtP® 
connectivity, which is ideal for the migration to 
higher speed ethernet.

Flexibility

Supporting the evolving demands of the 
Data Centre requires a solution set which 
offers true plug and play functionality and 
accommodates the needs of the moves, 
adds and changes environment where 
multiple point to point connections can be 
quickly and efficiently installed. this level of 
flexibility is essential to deliver fast access 
to services and data, to increase application 
performance and improve operational 
efficiency. it is now more crucial than ever to 
design your installation today to support the 
needs of tomorrow.

Faster installation

Whilst technologies continue to grow at an 
exponential rate, installation practices have 
been slower to evolve. legacy often dictates 
that familiar products and processes offer 
reassurance; however the drive for more 
efficient and financially feasible solutions is 
changing that rationale. 

Delivering significant savings in time and 
money, pre-terminated solutions have 
become a viable and attractive option for 
maximising return on investment. Simplifying 
the ‘Smart Design’ premise and using 
premium quality products for installations 
now will help future proof your networks 
performance and offer long term reliability 

Proven reliability

the focus on reliability, increased density 
and modularity during installation and 
throughout the life of the project is 
paramount. Superior and consistent 
performance is achieved using process 
capability to control the repeatability 
and consistency of the manufacturing 
process and specification limits. Superior 
performance products are backed by the 
Brand-rex industry leading 25 systems 
warranty to provide peace of mind.

Significant space savings 

maximising density and minimising footprint 
is key in Data Centre design. this can be 
achieved by following specific product 
selection guidelines.  reducing air blockages 
and increasing space in cabinets and cable 
trays can be realised using Data Centre Zone 
cable – a solution that can save up to 50% in 
space and 30% in weight. in addition using 
v12 angled patch panels eliminate the 
need for horizontal cable management and 
increase available space.

Sustainability 

energy efficiency is an important 
characteristic of a green data centre,  
the adoption of new cabling technologies 
can ensure adherence to the eU Code 
of Conduct for Data Centres and enable 
organisations to realise significant and long 
term operational savings.

as a leading manufacturer of Data Centre 
network infrastructure solutions, Brand-rex 
recognises it has a responsibility to ensure 
its solutions are designed and manufactured 
responsibly using sustainable energy sources 
and materials. 
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Brand-rex is a leading technology company who design, develop and manufacture innovative fibre and high-end 

copper connectivity solutions for the network infrastructure cabling market and high performance cables for extreme 

environment applications.


